
Careers Year 7 scheme of work 
Gatsby Benchmarks – 1.Stable Careers programme 

Year 7’s career programme is delivered during form time. Each session happens once a 
fortnight on a Tuesday during extended registration time. Students are issued an exercise 
book and folder to evidence the work they are doing in form. Students upload evidence to 
UNIFROG where appropriate.  

All students will have the opportunity to complete psychometric testing during form time to 
gather information about themselves and how this data can inform future careers. 

Lesson number   Title  Resources  CDI link 
1 

AUTUMN 
Introduction to 
Unifrog. Usernames 
provided and 
passwords set. 
General overview of 
platform 

Usernames from APO 
Powerpoint 
Folders  
Exercise books 

Grow 
throughout life. 
Grow 
throughout life 
by learning and 
reflecting on 
yourself, your 
background, 
and your 
strengths. 

2 
AUTUMN 

What are my skills? Powerpoint 
 

 

3 
AUTUMN 

Who am I Powerpoint  

4 
AUTUMN 

Careers and 
Leadership 

Powerpoint  

5 
AUTUMN 

Exploring possibilities 
– Dream jobs 

Powerpoint 
 

Explore 
Possibilities. 
Explore the full 
range of 
possibilities 
open to you 
and learn about 
recruitment 
processes and 
the culture of 
different 
workplaces. 

6 
AUTUMN 

Careers Fair 
Preparation 

Powerpoint  

7 What is a career? Powerpoint Manage Career 
Manage your 
career actively, 
make the most 
of opportunities 
and learn from 
setbacks. 

8 Using the interests 
quiz 

Powerpoint Grow 
throughout life 



9 Using the personality 
quiz 

Powerpoint   

10 Using the work 
environments profile 

Powerpoint   

11 What is an 
entrepreneur?  

Powerpoint  Create 
opportunities 
Create 
opportunities by 
being proactive 
and building 
positive 
relationships 
with others. 

12 What is a work-life 
balance? 

Powerpoint  Balance life and 
work 
Balance your 
life as a worker 
and/or 
entrepreneur 
with your 
wellbeing, other 
interests and 
your 
involvement with 
your family and 
community. 

13 Careers and the 
future 

Powerpoint  See the big 
picture 
See the big 
picture by 
paying attention 
to how the 
economy, 
politics and 
society connect 
with your own 
life and career. 

14 What comes after 
school: the main 
learning pathways 

Powerpoint   

15 Careers and the 
climate  

Powerpoint  

16 Working and 
earning: managing 
your money 

Powerpoint  

17 Taking control of 
your career journey 

Powerpoint   

18 Creating the life you 
want: making a vision 
board 

Powerpoint   

 


